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Abstract

Although we live in an age in which everything and everyone is ‘online connected’, countries’ profit taxation systems are still based on an economic reality of around a century ago. And that creates tension. The problems this tension causes are particularly evident in the case of profits generated by internet-related activities. The fact that these ‘online profits’ are difficult to tax is becoming increasingly critical, given the rising share of the economy now accounted for by digital activities. Although the time may not yet be ripe for fundamental reform, we perhaps ought in any event to start thinking about the direction in which our corporation tax systems should be moving. Suggestions in international tax literature, as well as from the OECD and EU, point in the direction of attributing the taxable base to the market jurisdiction; in other words, of imposing corporation tax on, or also on, the basis of the destination principle. There is certainly something to be said for these suggestions. The world is changing. And perhaps it is now time for our tax systems to change along with it.

1 Introduction

Globalization, worldwide competition, digitalization, ‘the internet of things’; the world around us is changing. But countries’ international profit taxation systems are not keeping up with the pace of this change. Indeed they have remained largely the same over the past century. These current systems for levying tax have become outdated, certainly with regard to how jurisdiction is determined; in other words, when states are authorised to impose tax. And the shortcomings in these systems are particularly evident in the case of profits generated by internet-related activities (‘online profits’). In today’s era of globalization and digitalization, the taxation model applied is unsuited for subjecting earnings from ‘virtual’ international business activities to adequate levels of tax.1 The concept of the permanent establishment in profit taxes requires a permanent physical presence in a country, while this is obviously not relevant for a webstore. The ‘backstop’ of residency for tax purposes – i.e. the place of effective management – is as geographically mobile as the effective manager(s) of the company or group of affiliated companies operating the internet business. Against this background of a changing environment, the question arises as to whether we should perhaps now be changing, or at least considering the need to change, our profit taxation systems. This is the question at the heart of this article. Why is it so difficult for pin down the digital economy’s profits for tax purposes? And when can a state tax ‘online profits’ or, perhaps more importantly, when ought a tax jurisdiction to be able to do so?

2 Determining tax jurisdiction; ‘nexus’

2.1 Nexus; ‘residence’ and ‘source’ as points of reference ...

---
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The general idea when allocating the right to tax business profits in an international context is that tax should be imposed on such profits once, and then as closely as possible to the geographical source of the income. According to the OECD, the source of income is “the jurisdiction in which value creation occurs”. The difficult question then is to determine where that place is. You could say that it is where the company carries out its business activities, i.e. where it has an economic presence, or ‘nexus’. As a point of reference, however, that is not exactly very specific.

Countries allocate the right to tax company profits on the basis of the well-known principles of ‘source’ and ‘residence’. The relevant points of reference for determining jurisdiction in this respect are the existence of a permanent establishment (‘source’) and the place of effective management (‘residence’). International tax law has applied these legal, physical and geographical references for the past one hundred years or more. It could also be queried what exactly the difference is between ‘residence’ and ‘source’. According to Vogel, ‘residence’ in the sense of ‘place of effective management’ could equally well be taken to mean ‘place of source’, disregarding for a moment the related issue of limited or unlimited liability for tax. Whatever the case, these points of reference for subjecting profits to tax are all based on the idea that an enterprise needs to be legally and physically present in a market in order to earn money there. And that certainly was the case in the past, when international trade was primarily reliant on bulk trade and capital-intensive ‘bricks-and-mortar’ industries. In those circumstances, there was nothing really wrong with using these points of reference, for pragmatic reasons, to determine how to apportion taxation rights.

These days, however, we live in a world of multinationals, open markets, ‘intangibles’ and the internet. And it is the internet, more than anything else, that has made it possible for businesses to supply markets without any need for a local presence, either physically or legally. Internet companies generate virtual profits from gaming, streaming, data storage or other forms of internet servicing activities such as social media platforms or online search engines. And our outdated points of reference make it difficult to subject these virtual profits to effective taxation. A webstore does not have physical business premises, while the company carrying out the store’s activities can be located in any jurisdiction whatsoever. That is why it is so hard to pin down the digital economy’s profits for tax purposes. The tools available in international tax law have simply become outdated and are no longer ‘fit for purpose’. It is as if we were trying to play an MP4 file on a gramophone player and then wondering why it didn’t work. And the increasing spread of the digital economy means the problem is becoming increasingly pressing. Where are the ‘internet of things’, the markets for mobile devices and maybe soon 3D printing and robotics leading us?

It should be pointed out that this issue also arose before the internet era, specifically in the case of the traditional mail order companies, most of which have now been replaced by online distance sellers (‘e-tailers’). These businesses, too, were notoriously difficult for tax authorities to pin down to specific jurisdictions. The reason for this was essentially the same as with today’s ‘e-tailers’: the geographical distance between business inputs on the supply side and business outputs on the demand side, or, to put it simply, products are produced in one country and sold in another. The mail order company’s lack of a physical presence in the selling country, other than perhaps the glossy catalogue in the letter box, made it impossible for this country to subject the mail order company’s profits to effective taxation, even though the company was certainly economically active in that local market. And that was a thorn in the side of many tax authorities. The problem in those days was admittedly less widespread than that created by internet companies, at least in macro-economic terms. This was because mail order companies accounted for far less of a country’s gross domestic product than internet companies do today, while mail order companies also in any event still sold physical products. The software products of today’s internet companies, however, are just as virtual as the online platforms from which they can be downloaded.
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2.2 ... or maybe ‘origin’ and ‘destination’?

The question facing us today is whether we should simply do nothing and stick to the old, traditional model – like the proverbial ostrich with its head in the sand – or whether we should now start looking for possible solutions to a problem that is becoming more and more serious by the day.

If we do decide to go down the latter route, it may well be a good idea immediately to start thinking along totally different lines. By that I mean not continuing along the well-trodden route of ‘residence’ and ‘source’, but instead switching to ‘origin’ and ‘destination’. ‘Origin’ represents the supply side of income production, where the production factors of capital and labour (‘business inputs’) converge, as in the durable organization of capital and labour used in income tax and corporation tax systems to determine whether a business is being operated. ‘Destination’, on the other hand, represents the demand side of income production and is where the goods and services produced are brought to market (‘business outputs’), and where the existence of a source of income is conditional upon participation in economic or social exchanges. Perhaps we ought to take account of both sides of income production when seeking a point of reference for determining tax jurisdiction. That would mean taking account, for example, not only of the location at which capital and labour converge (‘the origin country’), as is currently the case for business profits in tax law, but also of the place in which goods and services are effectively sold or supplied (‘the destination country’), as is currently the case in VAT. As explained in more detail in section 3 of this article, ideas on allocating the base for the taxation of ‘online profits’ to the destination jurisdiction are actually already relatively well developed.

As outlined above, the underlying idea in corporation tax is essentially to impose tax as close to the geographical source of the income as possible. The geographical source is the location at which the value is created. But where is that location? Where does a multinational create its profit? Where does it add value? None of these questions has a simple answer. Profit is an amount, expressed in a monetary unit. With some effort we can determine who has earned that profit. But the more difficult – or perhaps even impossible – question to answer is where that profit is earned. This is because profit does not have any geographical characteristics.

Profit is the resultant of the interplay of supply and demand. There is no profit without supply. But equally well there is no profit without demand. This may mean it is worth considering looking at both the supply and the demand sides when seeking to determine income’s location. Rather than just looking at business inputs on the supply side, as we do now. But what should the split be? 30% demand, 70% supply? Or maybe the other way round? 50/50? Or maybe a customized apportionment ratio for each individual multinational? Multinationals perform functionally integrated business activities (‘functions performed’) using the assets available to them (‘assets used’) on a risk-bearing basis (‘risks assumed’) around the globe. The production factors of capital and labour are distributed across the world, while the goods and services the multinationals produce are traded on an equally worldwide basis. It can indeed truthfully be said that “[c]orporate profits are equally multinational as the multinational firm generating them.” This in turn makes it extremely difficult to devise a suitable profit division mechanism.

Can the value drivers on the supply and demand sides actually be disentangled in any meaningful way? Or does its lack of geographical characteristics mean that profit does not ultimately have a location and that any attempt to allocate profits
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geographically should therefore be seen as inherently arbitrary? It would certainly seem so.\textsuperscript{10} The transfer pricing model, for example, attributes profit purely on the supply side and totally disregards the demand side. In contrast to what may sometimes be believed, transfer pricing does not in any way identify the \textit{actual} location of profit. In the past it has been decided to attribute taxable profit to the places where the multinational’s production factors converge. This says very little, however, about the actual location of that profit. This is because the production of goods and services does not in itself generate any profit; these goods and services first need to be sold. There need not necessarily be any causal relationship between business inputs on the supply side and profit, and there is not necessarily any positive correlation between one unit of labour and capital and one unit of profit.\textsuperscript{11} The same also applies to a unit of business outputs.\textsuperscript{12}

The idea that any apportionment mechanism is inherently arbitrary, given that profit has no location, can perhaps be regarded as worrying. But perhaps also as reassuring in that if profit does not have a geographical location, there is no need for the purpose of the apportionment mechanism to be to attribute profit to its actual location. The apportionment of a multinational’s profit will then ultimately be little more than just a question of apportionment, albeit ideally in a manner with some degree of economic rationality. And, perhaps more importantly, in a manner that can broadly be regarded as fair. In my view, such an apportionment should not distort the use of production factors, or should at least cause as little distortion as possible.

If the demand side is relevant for creating income, why then does international tax law currently take no account of this when apportioning companies’ international profits? The answer would seem to be that this is simply how things have evolved. The practice of allocating profit to the supply side is just how things have worked out and merely is a ‘product of history’. There is not much more that can be said on that from a substantive perspective. It is a fact, however, that there have been increasing claims in society that failing to apportion any profit to the demand side is simply not ‘fair’ ‘If a business sells its products here, why shouldn’t it pay tax on the profits it earns?’ Although these claims may be incorrect from an international tax law perspective – given that activities relevant to the sale may, for transfer pricing purposes, be performed elsewhere – is it actually so wrong for society to want to remunerate the market jurisdiction in this way? There have been calls in France, for example, specifically with reference to digital businesses active on the social media, to attribute profits to the jurisdiction in which those using the social media services are located.\textsuperscript{13} The idea in this respect is that the value added in that jurisdiction by those using these services justifies subjecting the social media company’s virtual profits to tax; in other words, allocating the taxable base for profits tax to the market jurisdiction. On 1 April 2015 the United Kingdom introduced the ‘diverted profits tax’ (‘DPT’), also commonly referred to as the ‘Google tax’ \textit{(Finance (No. 2) Bill 2015)}. This tax, which is imposed at a rate of 25\% on what are referred to as ‘diverted profits’, has been introduced as an anti-abuse measure designed to counter artificial erosion of the UK tax base. It aims \textit{inter alia} to establish jurisdiction to subject profits to tax if a multinational economically active in the United Kingdom has substantial sales of goods and services there and, by circumventing classification as a permanent establishment, has (previously) avoided liability to UK corporation tax. In other words, therefore, the DPT establishes a ‘nexus’ in the market jurisdiction. These developments in France and the United Kingdom are both in the direction of taxation in the destination country; in France this is as a generic rule, while the anti-abuse measure in the United Kingdom is of a less far-reaching nature. This is certainly different from the usual approach in tax law, but does that \textit{consequently} mean it is wrong? If demand does not constitute a source of income, why then do people rush to join the queue even before that latest tablet of that particular brand has been released?

\textsuperscript{12} Ibidem.
International tax law does not currently allocate profit in a multijurisdictional environment to the market jurisdiction, at least not explicitly (see section 2.3), but this does not mean that such a system is inconceivable. Indeed, there are already profit tax systems that allocate the tax base to the destination jurisdiction. The ‘formulary apportionment systems’ used by individual US states, for example, increasingly attribute the tax base to the market jurisdiction, being the state in which the business sells its products. The same applies in the case of the Canadian ‘formulary allocation system’, in which the tax base is apportioned to the provinces for 50% by reference to a ‘sales factor’ based on market location and for 50% on the basis of a ‘payroll factor’.

Those who devised these apportionment mechanisms would seem to see the demand side as a source — or, indeed, other source — of income that justifies allocating the tax base to the market jurisdiction. There is certainly something to be said for that view, given that profit is the resultant of supply and demand. Of particular interest in this respect is the 1993 judgment by the Supreme Court of South Carolina in the case of Geoffrey Inc. v. South Carolina Tax Commission. 14 This involved an out-of-state trademark owner, Geoffrey Inc., that was established in the US state of Delaware and licensed its ‘Toys “R” Us’ trademark to its affiliates in South Carolina in return for royalty payments. South Carolina subjected Geoffrey to South Carolina state tax on the grounds of its ‘intangible presence’ in this state. The Supreme Court observed that with regard to nexus for South Carolina state tax purposes, “… the real source of Geoffrey’s income is (…) South Carolina’s (…) customers…”. 15 In other words, the Court saw a source of income on the demand side. It should be noted that the European Commission, too, continues to believe that member states should move towards ‘formulary apportionment’ in order to achieve a “holistic solution” to profit shifting. 16 According to the 2011 proposal for a directive on a common consolidated corporate tax base, one third of the EU’s taxable base for profits tax would be attributed to the market jurisdiction if the sales factor were to be applied.

2.3 Tax jurisdiction in international tax law: only ‘origin’ or also ‘destination’?

Returning to the apportionment of the tax base in international tax law, it is perhaps interesting to examine the tax treaties through the prism of ‘origin versus destination’. As mentioned earlier, the dominant focus of the systems currently applied is on business inputs on the supply side, with international tax law allocating the taxable base to the country of origin. Consideration is given to ‘significant people functions’ (labour), ‘assets used’ (capital) and ‘risks assumed’, with the risks following the assets, which in turn follow the functions. Profit is ultimately then allocated to the place in which the people relevant to the enterprise perform the activities relevant to the enterprise, and thus to the supply side (labour) and the country of origin. The same applies when establishing the tax jurisdiction, given that there, too, the primary focus is on business inputs: the place of effective management (labour), the physical permanent establishment (a physical presence: capital), the services permanent establishment (labour) and the dependent agency permanent establishment (performance of representative functions: labour). All these places relate to the supply side of income production and take no account whatsoever of the demand side. Under the international tax regime, remote sales by an ‘e-tailer’, for example, do not create a taxable presence.

It is perhaps strange that the presence of capital alone is sufficient to establish tax jurisdiction, while the only factor that ultimately counts when allocating the tax base is the presence of labour. The existence of a ‘stand-alone server’ as a physical business establishment, for example, even if no labour is performed at that location, can create a permanent establishment and, therefore, establish tax jurisdiction. For the purposes of allocating the tax base, however, the risks assumed are deemed to follow the assets used, while the assets used are deemed to follow the functions performed. Here, therefore, the functions are dominant.

It is perhaps hardly surprising then that problems arise in situations in which assets are used in different geographical locations
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from the locations in which the functions are performed. Such situations give rise to tax jurisdiction without profit allocation, and to profit allocation without tax jurisdiction, i.e. for instance to a permanent establishment without profit, and to profit without a permanent establishment. How this will work out in the future once everyone has a 3D printer both at home and at work is anyone’s guess. It should be noted, incidentally, that the concept of a fixed establishment in VAT specifically requires a combination of capital and labour.17

Although the origin country is dominant, international tax law also contains some points of reference for assigning jurisdiction to the destination country, i.e. the demand side of income production, albeit not specifically in those words. These are the references to “income arising...” in Articles 10, 11 and 12 of the model conventions of the OECD and the UN and indeed in most tax treaties. This income comprises payments to creditors in return for the use of borrowed capital (‘interest’), payments to portfolio shareholders in return for the use of equity (‘dividends’), payments to licensors for the use of intellectual property (‘royalties’), payments for “information (know-how) concerning industrial, commercial or scientific experience” and payments for the “provision of technical services” or for “use of or the right to use industrial, commercial or scientific equipment”. These provisions apply insofar as the service provider and the recipient are third parties. The economic reality within a group of companies, however, is different.

The point of reference for determining the jurisdiction for such service providers’ income is the location of the recipient of the service. Reference is made to that recipient’s place of residence or to the place where the recipient’s business activities are performed (through a permanent establishment). The party providing the services is taxed at the place in which the services are received. This means, for example, that the creditor is taxed in the debtor’s state, while the licensor is taxed in the licensee’s state, the provider of rights to use equipment or expertise is taxed in the user’s state and the portfolio shareholder is taxed at the place at which the capital is incorporated into the production process (barring any cases of extraterritorial taxation in the latter situation).

The tax mechanism applied in such situations is a withholding tax. A withholding tax on outbound dividends, outbound interest, royalties, leasehold payments and service fees. The tax base is the gross payment, with no costs eligible for deduction. Although it may have a different name, such a withholding tax is essentially a “sales tax” charged on certain services in the destination jurisdiction: a sales tax on outbound payments for specific types of inbound services and which are able to be offset against income tax or corporation tax in the state in which the service provider is resident. In international tax law, therefore, ‘source’ is not only to be found at the origin, but also, it turns out, at the destination.

It should be noted that views differ internationally on how fees for software user licences should be classified for treaty purposes. In many countries, the fees for a software download under a user licence do not normally qualify as royalties for tax treaty application purposes.18 They are more likely to be seen as remuneration for use of a product or service (i.e. the software) than for use of underlying intellectual property rights such as copyright and the like. Some countries, however, particularly emerging markets and countries with transition economies, do regard outbound payments for software user licences as constituting royalties under the broadened royalty article and so subject them to withholding tax.19 Admittedly this may be less correct from a legal-technical perspective, but it is nevertheless a good example of an attempt to subject digital gross profits to a withholding tax – or perhaps a sales tax – in the market jurisdiction.

3 Nexus; suggested points of reference for tax jurisdiction of ‘online profits’

17 See, for instance, the Court of Justice (ECJ) case 168/84 (Berkholz).


Tax jurisdiction and internet profits: in what circumstances should a country be allowed to tax ‘online profits’? As well as regularly being examined in tax literature,20 this question has now – thanks to the G20/OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (‘BEPS’) project – become a topical and politically important issue. It is interesting to note that when the topic of imposing tax on ‘online profits’ arises in an international environment, it is very often accompanied by calls for taxation rights to be allocated in one way or the other to the market jurisdiction.

The OECD’s BEPS project seemed initially to be moving towards a new point of reference for establishing the tax jurisdiction for digital businesses. Indeed its Discussion Draft of 24 March 2014 referred to the possibility of introducing a new standard for nexus, based on a “significant digital presence” and with three options for testing for the presence of a “virtual permanent establishment”: the “virtual fixed place of business PE”, the “virtual agency PE” and the “on-site business presence PE”.21 However, the report does not actually say very much on the subject of profit allocation.

As in the past (the OECD paid some attention to the issue of e-commerce around the turn of the millennium),22 the OECD ultimately, however, opted to seek a solution “in the context of the existing international tax framework”,23 with the idea now being to take another critical look at exemptions for ancillary and sideline activities and the fact that the warehouse or storage facilities held by the e-tailer in the market state may not actually be used in support of the activities. The functions performed within the ‘warehouse/storage facilities permanent establishment’ will then need to be remunerated on an arm’s length basis (cost-plus, for example). Another option being considered is the possibility of introducing measures to counter the fragmentation of functions by having activities qualify more quickly as a permanent establishment than is currently the case.24 Although these relatively modest changes are perhaps understandable from a political perspective, they are at the same time somewhat disappointing in that they can hardly be regarded as fundamental, given that the problems that have arisen have come about specifically within the context of the existing framework. Whether a solution can actually be found within that same framework is consequently very much open to question.

The EU’s Commission Expert Group on Taxation of the Digital Economy relatively recently considered the issue of nexus in a digitalizing international environment.25 With a view to finding a potential long-term solution, the Expert Group is discussing the possibility of applying a ‘destination-based cash flow tax’ as a means of allocating taxation rights to the demand side. This would, in essence, comprise a form of VAT on a cash flow basis, but without an exemption for financing transactions, while salaries would be deductible. In this way, therefore, it would be more like a profit tax. Under such a system, tax jurisdiction would need to be based on concepts broadly similar to the remote seller rules and place of supply of services provisions for digital services as applied in VAT. Those provisions, too, are based on the demand side, i.e. the place of residence of the (online) customer.


24 Including, if necessary, if these functions are performed by different affiliated entities; i.e. a sort of ‘tax grouping for nexus purposes’. Profit allocation problems of this nature are expected to come up for discussion again in the future. See OECD, Public Discussion Draft BEPS Action 7: Preventing the artificial avoidance of PE status, 31 October 2014 – 9 January 2015 and OECD, Revised discussion draft BEPS Action 7: Preventing the artificial avoidance of PE status, 15 May 2015 – 12 June 2015.

The issue has also been examined in tax literature, with a range of potential solutions being proposed. The suggestions have varied from virtual permanent establishments and quantitative turnover thresholds to withholding taxes on outbound payments for inbound digital services. Links have also regularly been sought with the ‘sales-only formulary systems’ operated in the United States. The profit tax systems of the US states are currently moving towards attributing the tax base for profits tax exclusively to the destination jurisdiction. When establishing the jurisdiction, these systems tie in to varying degrees with the ‘sales factor presence tests’. These are quantitative turnover thresholds comparable to the remote seller rules in VAT. The permanent establishment is not a concept used in US state taxation.

The common denominator in all the solutions proposed, both by the OECD and the EU, and also in tax literature, is that they all seem to be moving in the direction of establishing ‘nexus’ in the market jurisdiction and to focus on developing quantitative tax jurisdiction standards based on the location of the recipient of the digital product. It should be noted, however, that Kemmeren opts for a different approach in a solution that seeks reference to the supply side of income production (i.e. labour and, therefore, origin). This approach ties in more closely with the current transfer pricing model, which ultimately seeks to apportion the tax base by determining a fair market value for each unit of the various functions performed. This is most evident in the case of the ‘profit split method’, which apportions profit on the basis of the relative contributions of functions performed. ‘Payroll formulary apportionment’ is a less intricate alternative for the current transfer pricing system and would apportion profit pro rata by reference to salaries paid, and thus also by reference to the supply side. Transfer pricing – particularly if profit is apportioned by the ‘profit split method’ – and ‘payroll formulary apportionment’ are ultimately not very different from each other, at least not in an analytical sense. Transfer pricing attributes profit by determining the value added by each unit of the various functions performed; in effect, a flat-rate apportionment based on the underlying idea of positive correlation between the functions performed and the profits generated (a correlation which, in reality, does not actually exist; hence the use of the words ‘flat-rate’). ‘Payroll formulary apportionment’ meanwhile apportions profit in line with salaries paid; in effect, it, too, comprises a flat-rate apportionment, based on the underlying idea of positive correlation between salaries and profits (a correlation which, again, in reality does not actually exist). Both approaches end up at the labour factor (i.e. origin), given that functions involve work being performed by significant people and these same people receive salary from the business in return for their work. In other words, both approaches end up at the same source: labour, or origin. The effect of using a model that has the supply side (the source of the income) as its sole point of reference is that there is no scope whatsoever for attributing the tax base to the market jurisdiction. And that ultimately is not much more than just making a choice, given that profit itself has no geographical location.

Taking the demand side as the point of reference for apportioning profits, including, for example, online profits, means making reference to the location of the customer. And customers can be ‘geolocalized’ (through their IP, invoice or delivery addresses or, for example, through bank or credit card details). This indeed is what the VAT system already does when establishing the place of supply for online services. There, the idea seems to have taken hold that the market, too, comprises a source of income. And this in turn may create an opening for a fundamental reform of how the taxable base for profits taxes is apportioned internationally.

3.2 Realistic? At a crossroads ...
Is it realistic to propose fundamentally reforming profit tax systems? Perhaps it isn’t, but perhaps, on the other hand, it is. Whatever the case, dismissing any suggestions for reforming the system by saying ‘That’ll never happen’ is, in my view, a far too easy response. It was not all that long ago, after all, that we thought that way about bank secrecy laws and the automatic exchange of financial accounts information between countries. The OECD stated in its ‘September 2014 deliverable’ that the digital economy could not be treated separately from the rest of the economy. In other words, ‘ring-fencing’ the digital economy is not an option. Indeed, the fact that the overall economy is increasingly becoming digital means that devising rules specifically for the digital economy may well be inappropriate. That will simply create complex issues of delineation. But is that a reason to continue seeking a solution only in the existing framework? Or is that exactly why we should now start looking outside that framework, and then not only for the digital economy, but also for the economy as a whole? After all, the digital economy is not the only challenge facing international tax law at present. ‘Online profits’ are certainly not an isolated problem, but should perhaps be seen more as a symptom of a failing tax system.

We seem now to have arrived at a crossroads. Should we allow our international profit tax systems to change in line with economic developments, or just carry on as before? A time may come when we will simply be forced to change and will no longer have the option of choosing to do nothing, at least not if we want to continue being able to impose corporation tax at a country (or supranational) level. This is because the more global the market and the more mobile production factors become, the more elastic the tax base will be. And this ever-increasing globalization and digitalization mean company profits, too, are likely to become ever more mobile. This may mean differences in effective tax rates having an ever-greater impact on where international businesses choose to locate their investments. And this will serve to increase tax competition between countries even further, with the potential dangers of an even faster ‘race to the bottom’.

3.3 Taxation in the destination jurisdiction?

More and more of the discussions on nexus and profit allocation in the context of internet companies are now moving in the direction of taxation in the market jurisdiction. The digital economy simply cannot be ring-fenced off from the ‘ordinary’ economy. That means that the alternative to the approach proposed by the OECD (i.e. ‘do nothing’) is not only to allow profits from digital business activities to be attributed to the market jurisdiction, but also to extend this principle to profits from all other international business activities. In other words, to attribute the taxable base for profits tax on the basis of the destination principle. Just like in VAT, the ‘crowning glory’ of all taxes and praised for its inelasticity and ability to promote neutrality. That would not transform profit taxes into a form of VAT, however. Just like VAT is not transformed into income tax or profit tax when it is imposed on the basis of origin. The tax base would continue to be profit-based, with the only change being a different geographical allocation of taxable base.

Another attractive thing about attributing the tax base to the market jurisdiction is that this will promote an efficient use of production factors. This is because, for profit tax purposes, it will then no longer matter which jurisdiction a business chooses to invest in as tax will no longer have the investment location as its point of reference. In addition, markets are far less mobile than production factors as they are largely outside multinationals’ sphere of influence. Attributing the tax base to the market jurisdiction will thus effectively result in a taxation that is inelastic and that at the same time promotes economic efficiency.

---

32 See OECD, supra note 23, p. 12.
33 For a comparison, see Peter Mieszkowski and John Morgan, ‘The National Effects of Differential State Corporate Income Taxes on Multistate Corporations’, in Charles E. McClure, Jr. (ed.), loc. cit., p. 257: “a tax on capital is a tax on capital is a tax on capital.”
therefore worth considering attributing the tax base to the location of the customer as a general principle, and not just for ‘online profits.’

4 Concluding remarks

Globalization and digitalization mean we are now living in a ‘global village’, in which everything and everyone is ‘online connected’. Profit tax systems, however, are still based on the economic reality of a century ago. And the defects in these systems are particularly evident in the case of online profits, which we are now simply unable to tax effectively. The extent of this problem is growing in line with the digital component’s increasing share of the overall economy. Is it fair, for example, that the old-fashioned record shop, insofar as it still exists, is able to be taxed here, but not the digital store or e-record shop that offers its music streaming services online? Isn’t it the same product – the new album by your favourite artist – that is being sold? Perhaps the time is not yet ripe for a fundamental reform of taxation systems, but that does not mean, in my view, that we should not now start thinking about the direction in which countries’ corporation tax systems should be moving. Suggestions from various sides all point in the direction of establishing tax jurisdiction in and attributing the tax base to the market jurisdiction; in other words, to corporation tax based, either wholly or partially, on the destination principle. And there may certainly be something to be said for choosing to go down that route. After all, the market is also a source of income. A different source, admittedly. But the world has changed substantially over the past one hundred years. And maybe it is now time for tax law and practice to reflect those changes.